Dust, Rust and Broken Glass

DUST
I’m at the end of the rainbow
I’m at the bend of the bow
I will penetrate your heart if you need me tonight
Then I'll alienate you and leave you outright
DUST & BE GEEZ
Accelerate
Exaggerate
Evaporate
Recuperate
Do it again
Disco bump
DUST
Ooooh
Boogie, do it
It’s just sand in your eyes
Hustle through it
With strong hips and thighs
DUST & BE GEEZ

Disco boogie
Infatuation
Get down
DUST
Ooooh
So groovy
With outta’ sight booty
MINER
Kicking up dust
Let me refer to the words of my Master
WAGERITE
This is a love that has no hope
MINER
Tarnished silver
A metal without shine
Untouched, unloved
Let the dust subside
RUST
I am tattered and torn and need your help

I am a leaking powder keg upon a broken shelf
I will detonate your senses if you wish
And then disintegrate you with my golden lipstick kiss
RUST & DIVAS
Isolate
Lacerate
Mutilate
Nauseate
Do it again
The pain
RUST
Ooooh
My creaking, smooth style
Is just underlying deteriorations
A symphony of entropy
With amazing lip sensations
RUST & DIVAS
Feel my rhythm
Sing the blues
Get off
RUST

Ooooh
No near misses
When cutting kisses
MINER
Waiting on the rust
Can I love this time?
Let me refer to the words of my Father
WAGERITE
This is a love that will not share
MINER
Spinning aimlessly
Like the sands of time in a stone
WAGERITE
This is a love that cannot grow
MINER
Fools' gold
Hid in a mine
'Til the end of time
And sat like a bat
'Til it's time for flight

At night
WAGERITE
Gold!
MINER
It's only cold that unfolds
When its worth
Is as priceless as dirt
Disguised
Hinged on the edge of time
A love that will not move
This is how a love dies
Let the time rush in
GLASS
I am scattered across your path
A broken window with a shy laugh
This bleeding heart inside my breast
Is beating for a man who’s naive and needing
Contaminate
Interrogate
Manipulate
Subordinate

Do it again
GLASS & BARBERSHOP QUARTET
Contaminate
Interrogate
Manipulate
Subordinate
GLASS
Industry rave
Sharp shards of shattered laughter
As I reveal you’re not what I’m after
Such clear and scattered love complications
With perfect breast augmentations
GLASS & BARBERSHOP QUARTET
Industrial automation
Termination
Get real
GLASS
Ooooh
GLASS & BARBERSHOP QUARTET
Contaminate

Interrogate
Manipulate
Subordinate
GLASS
Get with the move
Pathetic little boob
BARTENDER
Last call for alcohol!
MINER
Broken bits of glass
Let it be this time
Let me refer you to the words of my Maker
WAGERITE
This love will make you bleed
MINER
This heart I have won’t stop me
A gem in a wasteland
An outstretched hand
When you're down in the sand

GLASS
Then finding
This shining
Was a thief
That made its cut
Deep in your feet
BARBERSHOP QUARTET
Stones!
MINER
Precious pieces of broken purple glass
WAGERITE
This love will not last
GLASS
Walking on The Line
A jagged darkness shines
With laughing eyes
BE GEEZ
Dust!

MINER
Disguised by a shine
WAGERITE
This love has no hope
DIVAS
Rust!
MINER
Sand in a wasteland
Glowing dirt
For fools who hurt
WAGERITE
This love cannot grow
GLASS
Stones!
MINER
Precious pieces of broken purple glass
WAGERITE

This love won't give
Without something to gain
MINER
Let me listen to the words of my God
WAGERITE
Wait for the love wrapped in ribbons and bows
This is a love that will not grow cold
Wait for the rose!
Wait for the rose!
Wait for the rose!
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